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Abstract
Purpose:
The conceptual research aims to investigate the impact of consumer privacy concern and
privacy-related defensive behaviour on the adoption of social media platform.
Design/methodology/approach:
This research has adopted systematic literature review, where the systematic literature review
is concerned about a research method and process to identify and critically appraising
relevant research, to collect and analyse data from the involved research.
Findings: The researchers perform systematic literature review to generate the findings for
the conceptual paper. The research develops a theoretical framework using the PowerResponsibility Equilibrium (PRE) theory to explain the phenomenon of privacy concern and
privacy-related defensive behaviour.
Research implications:
The research aims to provide insight into how privacy concerns and privacy-related defensive
behaviour influence digital marketing in the intensive data-driven field.
Practical implications: The practical implication of this paper is examining privacy concern
and privacy-related defensive behaviour, the researchers have adopted the PowerResponsibility Equilibrium (PRE) theory which supported by numerous researchers that
conducted similar research in this area. Subsequently, the researchers executed critical
literature review to develop the theoretical framework and meanwhile generated fresh insight
from the critical analyse.
Originality: The work is an original work which has not been published.
Keywords: Consumer Privacy Concern, Defensive Behaviour, Internet Privacy, Sensitivity,
Social Media Platform.
Introduction
The involvement of consumers in the social media platforms has raised the vulnerability
associated with information disclosure due to the potential risks of misuse in personal data by
ill-intention third parties without obtaining consent form the owners of such information
(Arachchilage and love, 2014). Privacy is extremely important for the adoption of social
media platforms because a data breach may lead to significant financial loss to consumers
when sensitive data are misused by cybercriminals (Ali, 2019).
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Privacy is now the most significant challenge for modern life with the increasing dependence
on online technology and social media platforms (Durucu et al., 2019). It is important study
on the issues relevant to data privacy when social media platforms become more adept to
collect and share information, without sufficiently accommodating personal security needs
and obligations (Adorjan and Ricciardelli, 2019).
The risk in relevant to protect and maintain consumer data from unauthorised access by the
cybercriminals has created vulnerability and detrimental effect on consumers' well-being
(Jansen and Van Schaik, 2018). It is evident that the lack of knowledge and awareness of
privacy have leaded to vulnerability of consumers (Acquisti et al., 2016). The ability of firms
to develop required technology and protocols to maintain privacy, ignoring consumers'
psychological state and the behaviour associated with the dilemma on nature and information
disclosure have been researched extensively (Barth et al., 2019).
Literature Review
Internet privacy concerns
Internet privacy concerns can be defined as "the degree to which an Internet user is concerned
about website practices related to the collection and use of his or her personal information"
Hong and Thong (2013, p. 279), which is usually caused by the lack of firms' efforts to
protect personal information of users (Buchanan et al. 2007; Culnan and Williams 2009;
Pavlou et al. 2007).
Social media privacy concerns refer to the degree to which the users of social media are
concerned with a social media site's practices and procedures relating to his or her personal
information (Kooang et al., 2018). Privacy concern is defined as individual’s extent to protect
their personal information and secret matter (Rath & Kumar, 2021). The privacy concern also
correlated with privacy risk as people concern about the chance that they poses the privacy
risk (Alashoor et al., 2017). In addition, privacy concern can be understood as a cognitive
outcome of an individual's tradeoff costs and benefits when disclosing private information
(Anderson andAgarwal, 2011). On the other hand, privacy concern can be expressed as a
negative attitude toward privacy, when individuals resist allowing their own information to
be collected, used and controlled.
Privacy
Privacy can be defined as personal property that reserve right of protection to prevent any
disruption from others (Rath & Kumar, 2021). Privacy needs and value in relevant to privacy
vary between individuals and depend on an individual's background, experiences, age and
gender (Park, 2015).
Privacy can be categorised into two main types 1) physical privacy 2) informational privacy
(Moore, 2007). Two main aspects to further segment informational privacy: (1) the right to
control one’s personal information; (2) the right to prevent access to one’s personal
information. Users of social media sites are eager to control the information shared online,
including contact information, date of birth and full name. They want to control who can
access to these information (Birnhack and Elkin-Koren, 2011). Privacy concerns are
concerned with social media networks with complex functionalities and advanced capabilities
to collect, store and use personal information. For instance, the ability of social media
networks to tailor services to individual needs or advertisements to personal preferences
(Hong and Thong, 2013).
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Privacy concern
There are three major categories of privacy concern that affect users: (1) Notification, many
users require to be informed about the collection and use of their personal information by
organisations; (2) Control, users require to have control over the collection of their personal
information and the sharing of this information among organisations; (3) Security, users
require assurance to keep the online stored information safe (Lanier and Saini, 2008). Users
are having privacy concern when their information is used without one's permission or when
the intended use of the information is unknown (Krafft et al., 2017). In addition, the users'
information may be sold to the third parties, without notification to the users about the
recipients and usage of the information (Nowak and Phelps, 1995; Phelps et al., 2000).
Users of social media are concerned about their information privacy when their personal
information is illegally collected or misused by cybercriminals (Nowak and Phelps, 1997). In
addition, users are having privacy concern when they submit their personal information to
Web servers voluntarily or involuntarily (Dinev and Hart, 2006).The usage of social media
networks requires its users to provide their private data in exchange for a service (Acquisti et
al., 2015). Apart from that, social media sites also collect data of its users implicitly by using
tracking software or cookies which enable businesses to know consumers' online behaviours
and to gather information about their personal preferences and interests (Liu et al., 2004).
The explicit and implicit disclosure of durable private data may lead to different intended or
unintended negative consequences to its users despite of the positive intentions for social
media sites to connect people, build communities, enhance relationships and share
information (Cameron and Webster, 2005). The usage of social media sites usually generates
unharmful but potentially annoying impacts including spam messages or personalised
advertisements (Prosser, 1960).
In general, there are four serious torts in pertaining to privacy cases including (1) Intrusion,
(2) Private Facts, (3) False Light and (4) Appropriation. (1) Intrusion includes the physical or
non-physical penetration upon the private sphere of another person in a highly offensive
manner. (2) Private Facts describes the publication of highly offensive information about
another individual without his or her consent. (3) False Light reflects the false published
information. (4) Appropriation involves misuse of another person's data (for instance name)
to gain advantage (Prosser, 1960).
In addition, insufficient knowledge or literacy such as the unintentional disclosure of private
data or legal prosecution due to improper exposure of information also poses a threat to usage
of social media sites (Bartsch and Dienlin, 2016). Apart from that, the storage of data in the
digital age is durable that information is undeletable, data collection therefore poses a threat
to social media users years after the data collection was done (Mayer-Scho«nberger, 2011).
Social Media Privacy Concern
On the other hand, usage of social media sites exposes its users to potential threats such as
heightened vulnerability, personality theft, sexual harassment, opinion manipulation,
cyberbullying, fraud, behavioural profiling, unwanted or highly targeted, obtrusive marketing
communications and might result in emotional, mental, social, or financial harm to customers
and companies alike (Martin and Murphy, 2017).
Researchers found that users of social media sites tend to react to protect their privacy. Users
demonstrates a "calculus of behaviour" to evaluate the costs and benefits to provide personal
information. Users consider the trade-off between the merits of interactions and potential
consequences in attempt to protect their privacy (Laufer and Wolfe, 1977). Users actively
engage in withdrawal, defensive behaviour, neutralisation, attack, perception management
and reconciliation practices to achieve, maintain and regain control over their personal
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domains (Yap et al., 2012).
In addition, there are a variety of online privacy control mechanisms, including separateness,
reserve, anonymity, protecting personal information, deception, and dissimulation (Acquisti
et al., 2015). Users tend to provide information when they are not personally identified
(Cranor et al., 1999). Self-efficacy and demographic factors have different impacts on users'
behaviours in using social media sites (Milne et al., 2009). Individual differences including
perceptions of user alienation, self-esteem and computer anxiety can directly influence on
online privacy concerns (Schwaig et al., 2013). Privacy settings and privacy policy
consumption practices play a role to influence users' behaviours in using social media sites
(Stutzman et al., 2011).
Defensive behavior towards privacy protection
Privacy concerns trigger the users of social media sites to take measures in protecting their
privacy and controlling their private information (Sheng et al., 2008). Therefore, most users
share their information with friends and acquaintances. Users opt to control information
within the collective privacy boundary through three types of rule management processes to
avoid spreading personal information to irrelevant receivers (Petronio, 2002). The three types
of rule management processes include permeability (to decide on the amount of private
information to disclose), ownership (to decide on who has access to the collective boundary),
and linkage (to give permission to share private information) (Petronio, 2002). Users are
always precautious in disclosing and sharing of private information with others, for instance,
users are more concern about privacy policy and security controls (Milne and Culnan, 2004).
Theoretical Framework
The power responsibility equilibrium is a well-constructed theory to explain the phenomenon
of privacy concern and privacy-related defensive behaviour. There is consistent research that
applies the theory of power responsibility equilibrium (PRE) to investigate and understand
the relationship between consumer privacy and power holder (government sectors and
corporate) (Krishen et al., 2017). Indeed, the power responsibility also purposively promotes
the balance of social responsibility and social power (Langrehr et al., 1994). The principle of
power responsibility equilibrium is to interpret of the influence of corporate business policy
and government policy towards privacy concern and privacy-related defensive behaviour.
Moreover, the research studies of Schaerer et al., (2018) has highlighted the importance of
the balance-power relationship, whereby the power holder should execute the responsibility
of using customer personal data in an ethic manner, towards obtain value of equality.
In preciseness the power responsibility equilibrium theory is emphasize on the privacy
concern and defensive behaviour from consumer site, and consequently the corporate
business policy and government authorities have ability and accountable to protect consumer
privacy when misuse occurs (Bandara et al., 2018). Caudill and Murphy (2000) and Lwin et
al., (2007) reveal that the privacy-related defensive behaviour is executed by consumer when
the privacy protection is missing from government sector. Moreover, the research team from
Bandara et al 2021 also conduct empirical research and illustrate the correlation between
consumer defensive behaviour and government policies.
In the digital marketing context, there are numerous research studies have been conducted by
using the power responsibility equilibrium to explain the privacy concern and defensive
behaviour from consumer (Wirtz and Lwin, 2009). In short, after initiating intensive amount
of literature review, we decide to apply the power responsibility equilibrium theory to design
the theoretical framework to further answer to our research question. Furthermore, this
research study is in nature of deductive approach. Hence the numerous research studies show
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that the PRE theory is adequate to study privacy concern and privacy-related defensive
behaviour (Bandara et al., 2018; Krishen et al., 2017; Lwin et al., (2007).

Figure 1: Theoretical Framework
Corporate business policy
The corporate business policy is the independent variable in the research framework. Indeed,
the power responsibility equilibrium theory emphasises the influence of power holder on
privacy concern (Bandara et al., 2018). Moreover, the research of Krishen et al., (2017) has
profound correlations between corporate business policy and consumer privacy concern, by
qualitatively examines 322 comments and quantitatively analyse 291 responses in their
questionnaire survey. Indeed, the corporate business policy is referred to the initiatives from
the corporate site towards providing equality of consumer policy (Culnan & Armstrong,
1999). According to the research study of Pollach (2011) who has illustrated that the business
corporate has particular responsibility to the consumer by holding their data for marketing
analysis purpose. Furthermore, there is another researcher highlights about the lack of
transparency and accountability of corporate policy will lead the consumer to lose trust in the
business organisation (Petrescu & Krishen, 2018). Undoubtedly, there are numerous studies
have focused on investigating the relationship between corporate business policy and privacy
concern, as people perceive the corporate holding certain power to manipulate the privacy of
consumer (Petrescu & Krishen, 2018; Lwin et al., 2007; Krishen et al., 2017). On top of that,
by examining this factor, the organization could further reconfigure their policy in mitigating
the back draws.
Government policy
The government policy refers to regulatory protection initiated by the government sector
(Bandara et al., 2018). The government sector has the authority and ability to initiate certain
privacy policy that governs the privacy manner on consumer data (Lwin et al., 2007).
Furthermore, Miltgen and Smith, (2015) have highlighted in the consumer is expected the
government to provide protection to their data, moreover in their empirical research also
discuss about the impact of regulation that affects the consumer privacy and behaviour.
Furthermore, in the concurrent norm, the consumer is highly relying on social media and
meanwhile they are also lacking control and knowledge with privacy issue and data security.
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Therefore, the consumer is relying on the legal system and authorities safety mechanisms to
protect their personal data (Lwin et al., 2007). Certainly, the investigation of this factor could
provide value insight about the influences power from external stakeholder towards consumer
privacy concern and privacy-related defensive behaviour.
Trust
Trust is determined as a mediator that affects cooperate business policy and government
policy. There are numerous researchers who find that consumer trust has the greatest impact
on risk perceptions. The research of van Dyke et al (2007) has focused on the study of the
relationship between perceived risk and degree of trust. Furthermore, the consumer trust in a
corporate business also will determine the performance of aggregating the consumer data,
where the research study find out lack of trust will lead to consumer refuse to share their
information (Wirtz and Lwin, 2009). On top of that, the consumer trust in corporate business
will influence them whether willing to disclose their personal data and exchange it with a
business organisation (Choi et al., 2018). Indeed, if the corporate can guarantee the consumer
by will not simply disclose and misuse their data, will increase the trust from consumer to
corporate business (Mou et al., 2015).
Online privacy concern
The online privacy concern is a core factor among the whole theoretical framework. The
online privacy concern reflects the consumer worries about the misuse of the organisation to
their data or discloses their personal data without aware of them (Bandara et al., 2018).
Indeed, the privacy concern has been raised in the recent decade, especially when the industry
evolution of big data emerged globally. Furthermore, the business corporate not only using
consumer data on marketing analyses, besides that, they also selling the consumer data to
external parties (Harwin & Gandhi, 2014). Consequently, the awareness of privacy concern
will be raised in the recent decade, where consumer unfavourable to see their data be misused
by the business organisation. On top of that, the consistent research study on this topic
theorised the “privacy concern” to in- depth explain with PRE framework (Lwin et al., 2016;
Miltgen et al., 2016; Mousavizadeh et al., 2016). In this study “online privacy concern”
reflects the consumer concerns about their privacies in exchange their data with the corporate
businesses.
Privacy empowerment
Privacy empowerment is reflected as the belief of consumer that they enjoy the ability to
manage their privacy and towards avoiding any unwanted negative outcome (Bandara et al.,
2020). Furthermore, there are numerous researchers conducted studies on privacy
empowerment (Kucuk, 2016). Indeed, privacy empowerment is considered as consumer’s
perception of the extent to which control or manage the use of their personal information or
use (van Dyke et al., 2007). Moreover, the privacy empowerment would consequently
influence the privacy-related defensive behaviour, where the consumer might fabricate,
protect or withhold their personal information and refuse exchange with the business
organisation (Bandara et al., 2020). On top of that, privacy empowerment is a crucial
measurement in this theoretical framework, where it could be driven force to consumer
defensive behaviour with protecting their privacy right (Lwin et al., 2016).
Privacy-related defensive behaviour
The defensive behaviour of consumer has been studied immensely by the researchers in the
marketing field (Wirtz and Lwin, 2009). The research report of Wirtz and Lwin, (2009) have
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provided a definition of defensive behaviour, where they stated that defensive behaviour
refers to protecting action initiated by the consumers to prevent the misuse of their personal
data or collecting their information by the business organisation. Moreover, this defensive
behaviour is associated with privacy concern, according to Krafft et al (2017) illustrate the
consumers will only exhibit defensive behaviours when they feel insecure about their privacy
are collected by the digital marketer. Furthermore, there are many studies that reveal that
defensive behaviours have a mediating effect on the process of aggregate consumer personal
data by the business organisation (Bandara et al., 2020). In preciseness, under the PRE
theory, the defensive behaviour can be constructed with three exhibitions, namely fabricate,
protect and withhold, while those will be implemented by the consumer site (Bandara et al.,
2020).
Sensitivity
Sensitivity is a moderator in this research framework. Whereby this is inspired by the
research study of Lwin et al., (2007), as they emphasise the congruency-sensitivity
interaction has the greatest impact to moderate influence the corporate business policy toward
privacy concern. Furthermore, Robbin (2001) find that the consumer is more willing to
disclose their personal data when the organisation is asking for insensitive information, for
example, general interest. Moreover, there is a profound from another researcher, as their
research study have investigated the online privacy concern will be reduced once the required
questions are insensitive. On top of that, we think our research study should include this
moderator factor to concrete our research analysis.
Method
A systematic literature review is concerned about a research method and process to identify
and critically appraising relevant research, to collect and analyse data from the involved
research (Liberati et al., 2009). A systematic review aims to identify all empirical evidence
that fits the pre-specified inclusion criteria for answering of research question or hypothesis.
In addition, through reviewing articles and all available evidence, this method aims to
minimise bias and to provide reliable findings from which to make conclusions and decisions
(Moher et al., 2009).
The following are the procedures taken to perform the systematic literature review (Saunders
et al., 2019).
1 start at a more general level before narrowing down to the specific research question;
2 provide a brief overview of key ideas and themes;
3 summarise, compare and contrast the research of the key authors;
4 narrow down to highlight previous research work most relevant to your own research;
5 provide a detailed account of the findings of this research and show how they are related;
6 highlight those aspects where your own research will provide fresh insights;
7 lead the readers into subsequent sections of the research, which explore these issues.
The backbone of this research paper supported by systematic literature review, to ensure the
finding is carries value to the research field. Indeed, we based on the research objective to
initiate the systematic literature review by analysing plenty of research finding which relevant
to our research objective. As the research objective is to examine privacy concern and
privacy-related defensive behaviour, thus we adopted the Power-Responsibility Equilibrium
(PRE) theory which supported by numerous researchers that conducted similar research in
this area. Subsequently, we executed critical literature review to develop the theoretical
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framework and meanwhile generated fresh insight from the critical analyse. The sequences of
entire research paper would lead the readers to obtain insight from the board to the specific
idea about the research finding.
Discussion and Conclusion
The conceptual research aims to investigate the impact of consumer privacy concern and
privacy-related defensive behaviour on the adoption of social media platform. In conclusion,
the users of social media platform are very much concerned about the privacy and security in
using the social media platforms which trigger to their privacy-related defensive behaviours
on the adoption of social media platforms. Therefore, the researchers have adopted the
systematic literature review to develop a theoretical framework using the PowerResponsibility Equilibrium (PRE) theory to investigate the impact of consumer privacy
concern and privacy-related defensive behaviour on the adoption of social media platform.
The research aims to provide insight into how privacy concerns and privacy-related defensive
behaviour influence digital marketing in the intensive data-driven field. The conceptual
research is an original work, in which it has not published previously.
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